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I am aware of the academic standards/skills my child is required to master at his/her grade level and 
feel that my child is challenged academically because teachers hold high expectations for student 
learning.
33 responses
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When my child is struggling with classwork, I see to it that he/she uses the resources such as 
Dreambox, Reflex Math, Aleks, Lexia Reading, AR Reader or Zearn which are available for us to use 
at home to reinforce skills taught at school.
33 responses
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I am aware that the district has a Parent Center with resources such as student skill packets which 
parents may use at home to reinforce classroom skills and a Parent Coordinator available to help with 
families' needs as well as a Parent Facilitator on each campus. 
33 responses
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Have you attended any of the following in person or virtually:  Meet the Teacher night, District Nights, 
Title 1 Meetings, Parent Visitation, WJHS Orientation, Freshmen Orientation, Math and Literacy nights 
or EAST Night Out, where teachers discuss grade level curriculum, achievement, routines, 
expectations, and evaluation procedures/testing?
33 responses
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I am aware that the school has a functioning PTA K-5 and PTSA 6-12 that provides services to support 
the school's academic/activity environment, meets periodically, and that I can become an active 
member of the organization.
33 responses
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Please list any comments or suggestions you may have below and indicate the question your 
suggestion or comment is in reference to.

3 responses

Daily homework updates, also if the child is behind on any online learning that would be great to know.

My child, who has autism and has difficulty learning, needs more help teachers need to make sure they recognize 

learning patterns and teach accordingly

I really think my son needs help after school on yhe subjects that he is not understanding for exp: Math.
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